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- Private, non-for-profit, non-governmental organization
- Policies are established by the registry
- No domain name related law in Serbia
- More than 100,000 .rs and more than 2,500 .срб
- Registry-registrar model
- No limits for registrants
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Parties involved in making content available online

- Content provider
- Hosting provider
- Internet service provider / Access provider
The Domain Name System (DNS) provides a function that helps navigate the Internet, it is kind of address book.
Like many others ccTLD, our position is that registry has nothing to do with content.
In most cases it works... but when it doesn’t, there are compliance procedures.
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Terms and conditions:

▪ The alternative domain name dispute resolution decision
▪ Decision of the competent court or competent public prosecutor
▪ Internal data accuracy checking
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Three right protection mechanisms:
- Arbitration in some cases
- Court or relevant authority decision
- Compliance - when data is inaccurate
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Case studies
- vecernjenovosti.rs
- Belgrade Bar Association
- Unions
- Serbian Business Agency
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